Light Set Features
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CREE Technology with adjustable zoom that will go from 80 to a powerful 240 lumens
Super easy to install 360 degree quick release mounts. No Tools Required!
Multiuse bike headlight that can also be used as a flashlight
100% Waterproof (Not Immersible), sturdy, and dependable
Durable and long lasting ultra bright red silicone taillight
Set includes 240 Lumen Headlight (2 headlights if you purchased the 2-pack), 2- 360 degree
quick release mounts, an ultra bright red silicone taillight, spare taillight battereis, and durable storage case

As with all of our light products, you have the satisfaction of knowing that your headlight and taillight are covered under our No
Hassle Lifetime Warrnaty. Please contact us at service@brighteyesproducts.com if you have any questions, comments,
or concerns

Headlight Instructions
Securing the Mount To Your Bike.
You do not need any tools here! Simply choose the right sized rubber spacer (if thin bars,
you might need both) to secure the bike mount onto your handlebars. Make sure you pick a
spot that does not interfere with cables or any other important items mounted on the
handlebars. Then put both sides of the mount around the bars over the desired rubber spacer,
and screw the bottom screw into the upper mount until the mount is snug and firm.
Please do not over tighten! If the mount is still slipping after hand tightening, you can
try wrapping some black or friction tape on the bars under the mount to give the mount a
better surface to grip to.
Mounting the Headlight
Place the Flashlight into the front of the round open top piece of the mount, so that the light is
all the way as far back as it can go. Tighten side screw until it is also snug and firm, making
sure that the light cannot fall out while riding. Push the button on the back of the light to
switch modes, and slide the front bezel to zoom. Use the quick release by pressing the tab
on the back of the mount and sliding the mounted headlight forward.
Inserting the Batteries
Placing the batteries in the bike light is simple. Just unscrew the back of the light where the button is. Then tip
the head of the light upwards, causing the battery holder to come out the bottom. Place 3 AAA batteries into the
battery holder, making sure that you put the positive side and the negative sides in according to the imprint on
the battery holder (+ and -).

Taillight Instructions
Simply wrap the taillight around the seat-post underneath the seat, with the
light aiming towards the back. Press the button in the middle, making sure
that all 3 light modes work, and that the light is bright and ready to go.
To change the taillight batteries: Pull the red silicone rubber from off the
back. There will be a white plastic round cover in the back of the light.
Remove that cover and there will be 2- CR2032 batteries under the cap.
Replace those with 2 new CR2032 batteries. Carefully put everything back
in place the way you took it apart.

Steps to change the taillight batteries

Mount the taillight to the seat post

